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“I’ve had to turn off 
the heat a lot.” 

“I lived off of fried potatoes and onions for 
the semester. I actually lived better as a 
grad student than I do now.”

“[O]ur credit card debts have skyrocketed—it is 
what we use to supplement our income—to pay for 
food, Internet—everything …” 

These are the words of adjunct professors who struggle to make 
ends meet in one of the most expensive cities in the United 

States just to do the work they love—teach. 

“The life of an adjunct is one of 
worry, stress and tension because 
you never know what the future 
will bring.”



Executive Summary

There is a crisis in higher education. 

Quickly rising tuition has resulted in record levels of student debt, putting higher education out of reach 
for more and more working families.

At the same time, universities are shifting resources away from instruction. Today, more than two-thirds 
of all faculty work on a contingent basis, facing low pay and no benefits or job security. Many do not even 
have access to basic facilities such as office space, making it increasingly difficult for adjuncts to do their 
best for their students.

Being a university professor, once the quintessential middle-class job, has become a low-wage one. 

Boston is no exception. 

Private, nonprofit colleges and universities 
in the Boston market rely heavily on a 
contingent academic workforce; in 2011, 67 
percent of faculty, or 15,000 employees, were 
not on the tenure track. All of the faculty at 
Boston’s for-profit colleges — close to 600 
faculty employees — do not have access to 
the tenure system.

This shift from a secure, well-compensated academic workforce to a temporary, low-paid workforce 
impacts the city of Boston, surrounding communities, and the area economy where these colleges and 
universities are located. Through an analysis of cost-of-living measures and a series of interviews, this 
report will explore the impact casualization of academic labor has on Boston professors and the potential 
impact on the economy and communities they call home. Specifically, the analysis poses the question: 
How many classes does an adjunct professor have to teach to afford basic cost-of-living measures—
housing, healthcare, food, the ability to retire? 

The median pay per course in New England was $3,750 for master’s level courses at private not-for-profit 
institutions and $5,225 for doctoral level courses at private not-for-profit institutions. This means an 
adjunct teaching 12 courses a year—an extraordinary course load—may have an annual income of just 
$45,000. Findings include:
• An adjunct professor must teach between 17 and 24 classes a year to afford a home and utilities in 

Boston.
• An adjunct professor would need to teach up to four classes per year to cover the cost of groceries for 

a family.
• An adjunct professor would need to teach three to four classes to afford care for a heart attack at 

certain Boston hospitals.

Boston is an expensive city in 
which to live: 32 percent higher 

than the U.S. average.



The increasingly contingent nature of academic labor is not an accident of history but a deliberate 
business model that leaves taxpayers holding the bag by depriving faculty of wages, benefits and job 
security, forcing them to collect food stamps and subsidized healthcare, and forgo saving for retirement. 
In many ways, the crisis in higher education mirrors the crisis in the broader economy, where jobs are 
increasingly low wage and part time even while revenues and profits are increasing.

Adjunct faculty are joining unions to raise standards. 

According to the Coalition on the Academic Workforce, unionized adjuncts report more job security 
and have a median pay per course that is 25 percent higher than their nonunion counterparts. This 
translates to campuses having a consistent and stable workforce— and a more secure workforce puts 
less of a burden on city and county governments.

Adjuncts in Boston have already begun to come together to change the face of higher education in 
Boston. The 13,000 nonunion adjuncts at nonprofit colleges and universities in Boston can stand with 
more than 18,000 faculty that have already unionized with SEIU to improve higher education and 
improve working conditions and benefits for adjuncts in Boston.
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Transformation of the  
Academic Workforce: An Overview

In 2012, approximately 1.5 million teachers worked in postsecondary education in the United States.1 Many 
of us think of these jobs as being filled by full-time, salaried professors who spend their days on campus 
educating their students, developing cutting edge research and increasing the depth of our academic 
knowledge. The reality is that institutions of higher education are increasingly relying upon contingent 
academic labor: professors that are hired on a class-by-class basis, semester-to-semester with no job 
security, paid minimal compensation, provided no benefits, and are outside the tenure system. Faculty 
teaching jobs—once considered a dream middle-class profession—have become one of the many precarious 
positions created by the new economy.

What does this transformation—the casualization of the academic workforce—mean? For colleges and 
universities, a well-paid, stable workforce is being replaced with a lower-paid workforce with no job security. 
For faculty, it means a dramatic decrease in quality of life and their ability to provide for their families 
in their chosen profession. The average annual pay in 2013 for a tenured professor at a private research 
university in the United States is $167,118.2 In comparison, the average pay per course reported by adjunct 
faculty is approximately $3,000.3 Even if an adjunct teaches eight courses per year—considered a high course 
load—that person is making just $24,000 annually with likely no benefits.

The institutions of higher education in the Boston metro area rely heavily on a contingent academic 
workforce. In 2011, approximately 67 percent of full- and part-time employees with faculty status at four-
year not-for-profit institutions4, or almost 15,000 faculty employees, were not on the tenure track or in 
the tenure system. This is an increase from 2001, when 62 percent, or 7,308 employees, at four-year not-
for-profit colleges and universities in the Boston metro area were not on the tenure track or in the tenure 
system. While the total number of faculty at Boston colleges and universities increased significantly in the 
last decade, the growth has been largely in temporary faculty positions. In addition, there are close to 600 
full- and part-time employees with faculty status at for-profit colleges in the Boston metro region that do not 
have access to the tenure system; this represents 100 percent of the faculty at Boston’s for-profit colleges.5

This contingent academic workforce at Boston colleges and universities is also increasingly part-time. In 
2001, 32 percent, of employees with faculty status, or approximately 3,800 employees, were part time. Ten 
years later, 42 percent of employees with faculty status, or 9,400 employees, were part time.6  

All of the adjuncts interviewed for this white paper reported a love of teaching and students, but many 
expressed concern for their future and their ability to afford to continue with the job. An interviewee  said, 
“It is a hard life—but fun and enjoyable and it is rewarding … I’m paid $2,525 per course. I burn $5,000 per 
month in rent, food and trying to keep health insurance. I almost never go to a restaurant or a movie and I 
put nothing away for savings … If it felt like this was leading somewhere I’m fine with paying my dues, but 
that isn’t the case. You are barely making a living with no possibility of advancement—the only hope is to go 
into another field.”

This shift from a secure, well-compensated academic workforce to a temporary, low-paid workforce impacts 
the city of Boston, surrounding communities and the area economy where these colleges and universities are 
located. This report will explore the impact that casualization of academic labor has on Boston professors 
and the potential effects on the economy and communities they call home. Specifically, the analysis poses the 
question: How many classes does an adjunct professor have to teach to afford basic cost-of-living measures—
housing, healthcare, food, the ability to retire?7 
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Transformation of the Academic Workforce:  
A National View

Tenured, full-time faculty positions are on a steady decline. In 1969, tenured and tenure-track positions made 
up approximately 78.3 percent of the faculty and non tenure-track positions comprised 21.7 percent. In 2009, 
tenured and tenure-track faculty had declined to 33.5 percent and 66.5 percent of faculty were ineligible for 
tenure.8

From 1970 to 2003, the numbers of part-time faculty members in the United States increased 422 percent 
while full-time faculty has only increased 71 percent.9  In 2011, part-time faculty represented 50 percent of all 
teaching faculty at degree-granting institutions, up from 34 percent in 1987 and 22 percent in 1970.10

Adjunct  or contingent faculty positions are often thought to be professionals that have careers outside 
academia, who teach a class occasionally to offer a specific expertise or experience to students, or because 
they want to make some extra money. Part-time teaching, however, is not a choice for many part-time faculty 
members. A National Study of Postsecondary Faculty report showed that more than 35 percent of part-time 
faculty, and half of part-time faculty in the Humanities, would have preferred a full-time position in their 
institutions.11

Share of U.S. college and university faculty by tenure, 1969 and 2009
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Transformation of the Academic Workforce:  
Impact on the Individual

In Boston, full-time professors are paid a salary that varies widely across disciplines, but averaged between 
$113,069 to $154,016 in 2010–11.12 Generally, full-time professors may teach up to five or six courses per 
year and spend the rest of their time developing research, serving on committees, meeting with students, 
advising graduate students, and preparing for classes. 

Adjunct faculty often try to teach as many courses as possible to make enough money to pay their bills—
many teaching six to 15 courses per year with classes at multiple colleges. An adjunct is often paid by 
the course, and the median pay per course for part-time faculty members in New England is $3,750 at 
a master’s level private not-for-profit institution and $5,225 at a doctoral level private not-for-profit 
institution.13 In comparison, the average tuition at a four-year not-for-profit institution in Massachusetts 
was $31,886 in 2011–12.14 Despite the high cost of tuition, an adjunct could teach six courses a year and 
only earn $22,500 to $31,350, or 12 courses a year and have an annual income of $45,000 to $62,700. 
As one adjunct explained, “I teach every class that I can get—I always say I am available—day and night, 
Monday through Sunday. Last fall, I taught six classes, this fall I am teaching seven classes. I would continue 
with that load, but generally in the spring I am down to five courses—in summer it is three courses—and 
this is accepting every course offered.”

Contingent or adjunct faculty are rarely provided benefits. Even as the Patient Protection and Affordable 
Care Act of 2009, often referred to as ObamaCare, goes into effect, colleges and universities have begun to 
institute new limits on adjuncts’ hours to avoid their responsibility for providing affordable healthcare to 
adjunct professors.15 In Boston, the majority of adjuncts interviewed accessed their healthcare through the 
Health Connector, the Massachusetts health insurance exchange, and most were eligible for Commonwealth 
Care, free or subsidized health insurance for low-income individuals.

Adjuncts have no job security. Generally, their contracts are per semester and they have to reapply for 
their jobs for the following semester. In addition, classes can be canceled up to the day they are scheduled 
to begin, and if that happens an adjunct is often not compensated for that class or for the work they have 
already done to prepare for the class. One adjunct reported, “As an adjunct there is no job security. I am 
scheduled to teach a class at [a Boston university] in the fall. That class can be canceled up to the morning 
it is supposed to start—and that is it. No pay. So all of us are hustling for work. If I am offered another class 
and there is a conflict, I have to pick one or the other—but if the one I picked is canceled then I lose my 
compensation because the other one will no longer be available. They treat us like we are Kleenex.”

Part-time professors get little support for research, scholarship or any professional development. In 2003, 
part-time faculty reported spending 90 percent of their time on teaching, 6.6 percent on administrative and 
other duties, and 3.4 percent on research.16 The growth of the academic contingent workforce with limited 
time or support for research or creative work has long-term negative consequences for scholarship and the 
public benefit. It also negatively impacts the adjunct’s professional development as it limits or prevents the 
possibility of professional advancement.

“I teach every class that I can get—I always say I am 
available—day and night, Monday through Sunday.”
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Meanwhile, the shrinking availability of tenure-track positions means that newly minted Ph.D.s are finding 
it increasingly difficult to find full-time work and are more willing to teach as adjuncts at low rates with no 
security, resources or benefits. As one interviewee stated, “I work 12 hours a day and I am still underwater. I 
can’t save for retirement, emergencies or have a little fun in life.”

Transformation of the Academic Workforce:  
Where do we go from here?
As many as 340,000 Boston residents may be struggling to make ends meet—more than half of Boston’s 
population.17 Adjuncts in the Boston area have decided it is time to come together to build a marketwide 
movement to improve compensation, benefits, job security, access to the tools and materials to do their work 
well, support for research and scholarship, meaningful access to academic freedom, and inclusion in the 
academic life and governance of their institutions. 

Unionizing has made demonstrated improvements 
to the working conditions of adjuncts. In fact, median 
pay per course is 25 percent higher for part-time 
faculty represented by a union than for those that are 
not unionized. According to the 2012 Coalition on 
the Academic Workforce report, unionized part-time 
faculty also fare better on job security: 19 percent of 
unionized part-time faculty report they have some 
kind of job security, and 18 percent are even paid for 
course cancellation. In comparison, only 4 percent of 
nonunionized part-time faculty report having any job 

security, with only 10 percent reporting they receive compensation when a course is canceled.18 Unionized 
adjuncts also report improved working conditions, such as increased access, support from their institution 
and opportunities to participate in governance.19

Nationally, the Service Employees International Union (SEIU) represents 18,000 faculty, 74,000 nonfaculty 
higher education employees and 80,000 early childhood educators. Our adjunct faculty is organized in 
colleges throughout the country, from the Congress of Connecticut Community Colleges to the California 
State University system. And we are growing with campaigns in Washington, D.C., Boston, Seattle and Los 
Angeles. In addition, the 2.2 million SEIU members and their children have a huge stake in the quality of 
and accessibility in education —and we have a unique perspective on the challenges facing colleges and 
universities and an understanding that educational success depends on more than just the classroom.

In the District of Columbia, SEIU Local 500 represents more than two-thirds of the adjuncts in the adjunct 
labor market, and has won improvements in compensation and benefits for their adjunct members. 
Contractually guaranteed benefits include increased job security, such as enhanced procedures for 

“I work 12 hours a day and I am still underwater.  
I can’t save for retirement, emergencies or have a  

little fun in life.”

As many as 340,000 Boston 
residents may be struggling 

to make ends meet—
more than half of Boston’s 

population.
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assignment and reappointment, and standards for discipline and dismissal. SEIU Local 500 has also negotiated 
better compensation packages, including pay increases that resulted in one department at George Washington 
University receiving up to a 32 percent increase.20

California Faculty Association (CFA) represents tenure-track and nontenure-track faculty at the California State 
University system and is affiliated with SEIU, the American Association of University Professors (AAUP) and the 
National Education Association. CFA’s contract—often considered the “gold standard” of adjunct contracts—
includes increased job security, such as renewable, three-year contracts reserved for incumbents, and access to 
health insurance and retirement.21 

Methodology

The adjunct cost-of-living index in this report assumes an adjunct is compensated at a rate of $3,750 per course 
or $5,225 per course. According to AAUP’s Annual Report on the Economic Status of the Profession, 2012–13,22 the 
median pay per course for part-time faculty members in fall 2010 was $3,750 at a master’s level private not-for-
profit institution in New England and $5,225 at a doctoral level private not-for-profit institution in New England. 
The four-year nonprofit colleges examined in this report include bachelor’s level, master’s level and doctoral 
level institutions—and so the actual rate of pay a Boston adjunct is earning may be lower or higher depending on 
the school and the subject matter of the course. Although this report does not focus on the working conditions 
of adjunct professors at for-profit colleges in Boston, it is important to note that 100 percent of the close to 
600 faculty members that work at for-profit colleges in the Boston area are all adjuncts working under similar 
conditions as those profiled in this report.23

Interviews with adjuncts living and working in the Boston area were done in July and August 2013. Adjuncts 
with teaching experience at nine different four-year nonprofit colleges and universities in the Boston area were 
interviewed. All of the colleges represented are among the 16 four-year nonprofit colleges and universities in the 
Boston Core Based Statistical Area with a minimum estimated 2012 fall enrollment of 4,000 students or more.24

In this report, full- and part-time faculty that are not in the tenure track or in the tenure system will be referred to 
as contingent or adjunct faculty.
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Academic Work in the Boston Economy

Boston is an expensive city in which to live: 32 percent higher than the U.S. average.25 This analysis will 
compare certain cost-of-living measures in Boston with the compensation paid to adjuncts in the Boston 
market. As one adjunct describes, “The life of an adjunct is one of worry, stress and tension because you never 
know what your financial future will bring.”

Although many adjuncts express a love for their profession, they also are concerned about the sustainability 
of the profession with its current conditions. One instructor said, “I see challenges facing adjuncts but I also 
feel privileged to have this position. People coming into the profession now have a much tougher road ahead 
than 10 years ago.”

Academic Work and the Cost of Housing

How many classes must an adjunct professor teach to afford an apartment in Boston?
Median rent for a two-bedroom apartment in Boston is $2,500, ranging from $1,500 in Dorchester to more 
than $4,100 downtown.26 As the federal Office of Affordable Housing Preservation notes, households spending 
more than 30 percent of income for housing are “considered cost burdened and may have difficulty affording 
necessities such as food, clothing, transportation and medical care.”27 Additionally, renters in Boston spend a 
median of $76 per month on utilities.28

•  An adjunct professor must teach between 12 and 44 classes a year to afford rent and utilities in Boston.29 

Many adjuncts are burdened by their rental costs. One adjunct we spoke with teaches as many as five classes 
per semester at two different colleges in the Boston area and earns about $8,000 per semester. His rent is 
$2,000 per month—so his entire salary is dedicated to covering his rent. He considers himself lucky because 
he is over 65 years old and receives Medicare, Social Security and a pension from his previous employer. He 
stated, “I’m absolutely powerless over my life.” He has a second job working in retail; it pays $15 per hour and 
he is considering leaving teaching to work full time at his retail position. It saddens him to consider leaving 

 “The life of an adjunct is one of worry, stress 
and tension because you never know what your 

financial future will bring.”

“Teaching matters to me, I love teaching ... almost 
everyone teaches to affect someone’s life.”
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the teaching profession, “Teaching matters to me, I love teaching, the greatest thing about it is that students 
vary, almost everyone teaches to affect someone’s life.”

Many of the adjuncts we interviewed rent instead of purchasing a home because of the instability of the work. 
An instructor explained, “You never know when your job ends—three times per year your contract runs out. 
Until a week ago, I didn’t know if I would be unemployed in three weeks when the term expires. I spend a lot 
of time looking for work when I should be focusing on the courses I am teaching.” 

The instability of the profession can cause a personal economic crisis when income is suddenly taken away. 
“My wife has lost classes the week before they were supposed to run—that is a huge hit when a third of your 
income is eliminated at the last minute.” The instructor continued, “It has happened to me as well. I think that 
could be an increased issue given the fact that colleges are facing declining enrollment—so that is a major 
concern moving forward.” 

The lack of job security results in an adjunct living with the constant stress that their income could be taken 
away. One adjunct said, “My mortgage is $1,500 per month and my health insurance is $1,200 per month—
so I pay $32,400 per year just to cover my mortgage and health insurance. I teach nine classes and I make 
$45,000 per year. I try to teach more but [the institution] won’t let me. …. I have to hustle to do other jobs on 
the side. There is underenrollment in the school, I could be down to one or two classes per semester—but I 
won’t know until classes start in September … There is no job security and that is the bottom line.”

How many classes must an adjunct teach to afford a house in Boston?
Median home cost in Boston is $436,000,30 which results in monthly housing payments of $2,158.31 Owners’ 
median utilities costs are $2,985 per year.32 
•   An adjunct professor must teach between 17 and 24 classes a year to afford a home, including utilities, in 

Boston.33 

Affordable housing was often cited as a struggle by the adjuncts interviewed for this project. One Boston 
adjunct said, “Housing is an issue—how one balances the cost of living in a major urban environment is quite 
challenging.”

Some adjuncts struggle with the cost of utilities. An adjunct interviewed for this project who teaches four to 
five classes per semester at four different colleges in the Boston area reports that he struggles to maintain his 
home and to purchase heat for the furnace. He said, “It costs $250 to $300 to fill the tank half full. I’ve had to 
turn off the heat a lot.”

Many adjuncts need to have a home office or rent studio space because they are not provided space at the 
college or university. This is an additional, but necessary, expense that many incur to grade papers, prepare 
lectures or develop materials for the classes they are teaching. The lack of office space at the institution 
can cause extreme challenges to adjuncts. As one interviewee explained, “We don’t even get a locker at the 
university. … I have classes from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday through Friday. I need to put things somewhere, so 
I use the trunk of my car as an office. We have to pay for parking here—$800 per year—and twice I have been 
towed. I had to pay to get the car out and I had to postpone a test and cancel three classes because the tests 
and books were in the trunk of my car because I had no other place to keep them.”

“I have classes from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday 
through Friday. I need to put things somewhere, so I 

use the trunk of my car as an office.”
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Academic Work and the Cost of Groceries

How many classes does an adjunct professor have to teach to afford groceries?
• An adjunct professor would need to teach from half to one class per year just to cover the cost of groceries 

for one person. 
• An adjunct professor would need to teach up to four classes per year to cover the cost of groceries for a 

family.34

Adjuncts with small course loads, a common occurrence in the summer, may struggle to afford groceries. An 
instructor noted, “Last fall I was teaching one class at [a Boston university] and I started to get Social Security 
[because I had turned 65]. I was scraping around for stuff I could eat. I live in a house with housemates and 
one of my housemates gets a farm share. She doesn’t like potatoes and she gave them to me. I lived off of fried 
potatoes and onions for the semester—I actually lived better as a grad student than I do now.”

Courses available to teach are often in short supply during the summer, making already tight budgets tighter. 
Said one interviewee, “Summer is a lean time—it’s tough on people. My colleagues talk about eating crusts 
and beans during that time until they finally get paid. It feels exploitive.” 

“Summer is a lean time—it’s tough on people. My 
colleagues talk about eating crusts and beans during 

that time until they finally get paid. It feels exploitive.”
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Academic Work and the Cost of Day Care

How many classes does an adjunct professor have to teach to afford day care for one child?
According to reports, Massachusetts has the most expensive day care costs in the United States.35

• An adjunct professor would need to teach three to four classes a year just to cover the average cost of full-
time infant care at a child care center in Massachusetts.

• An adjunct professor would need to teach two to three classes a year just to cover the average cost of full-
time care for a 4-year old at a child care center in Massachusetts.

• An adjunct professor would need to teach one to one and a half classes a year just to cover the cost of 
before and after-school care for a school age child at a child care center in Massachusetts.36

Adjuncts take on other jobs to try to make ends meet. One interviewee explained, “I spent 18 years getting 
my Ph.D. but to make extra money I am on the mailing list for MIT experiment subjects—I volunteer for 
psychology experiments. I proctor exams for students getting certain licenses—it pays $10 hour for 12-hour 
days. I get bits and pieces of money here and there.”

Academic Work and the Cost of Transportation

How many classes does an adjunct professor have to teach to afford to get around the City of Boston?
• An adjunct professor would need to teach one to two classes to cover the cost of automobile expenses, 

gasoline and a monthly subway pass.37

Many of the adjuncts interviewed reported they could not afford to own a car, although sometimes a car was 
necessary to travel between campuses to teach classes. A struggling adjunct said, “I bought a car in November. 
I was working at [two universities] and I couldn’t get there in time—I had one class that ended at 3:55p.m. 
and the next class was at 5p.m. Now I have to sell the car—I don’t work at [one of the universities] and I can’t 
afford to keep it. I ride my bike or take public transportation. I could keep that car if I had a regular job.”

A second adjunct explained that he could not afford a car because he works at four different universities and 
he would have to pay for a parking pass to park at each of those schools.

This sentiment was repeated in other interviews, “If I made $10,000 more I might not have to chase all of 
this—I might get a car. I can’t have a car now.”

Academic Work and the Cost of Health and Medical Care

How many classes must an adjunct teach to afford certain medical care?38

• An adjunct professor would need to teach three to four classes to afford care for a heart attack at certain 
Boston hospitals;39

• An adjunct professor would need to teach five to seven classes to pay for a hip replacement;40

• An adjunct professor would need to teach two to three classes to pay for a Cesarean section.41

Although emergency medical care is expensive, it is often chronic medical conditions that cause the most 
stress. For example, one adjunct said, “My husband had an arthritis flare up this spring and he can’t work. Our 
credit card debts have skyrocketed—it is what we use to supplement our income—to pay for food, Internet, 
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everything. Everything that can go on the card does. So it is not just a heart attack that can hurt you—it is any 
chronic illness. In other jobs there may be short-term disability, so if you are sick you can have some time to 
get better, but we don’t have that. So it is not the heart attack that causes great stress, any illness will do it.”

Some adjuncts report forgoing medical care because of the expense. “I have a broken tooth. I’d like to go to the 
dentist and get it fixed—but it is out of the question,” said an uninsured professor. 

How many classes does an adjunct have to teach to afford health insurance?
• If the adjunct professor qualifies for Massachusetts Commonwealth Care, which is subsidized health 

insurance available to eligible individuals with family income less than 300 percent of the Federal Poverty 
Level, then the adjunct will need to teach up to half a class to afford health insurance per adult.42

• If the adjunct professor does not qualify for subsidized care, the lowest price health insurance premium 
would require an adjunct professor to teach one class to cover the cost of single coverage and two to 
three classes per year to cover the cost of family coverage. These low premiums often come with high 
deductibles—$2,000 per year for individuals and $4,000 for families—before the insurance plan will cover 
certain services, including some prescription drugs, emergency room visits and hospital stays.43

Repeatedly, interviewees pointed to health insurance as one of their biggest concerns. One person said, “My 
biggest issue is health insurance. Massachusetts has state-run health insurance, but we make too much money 
to qualify so we don’t get subsidized health insurance. But we don’t make enough for health insurance to be 
feasible and affordable—so we are trapped in a region where we are professionals but not getting benefits of 
the profession.”

Another adjunct reported, “My husband and I are in late middle age with health conditions that require 
medications—we need health insurance.  It is the constant area of my life that comes closest to pushing me 
over the edge—I have a hair trigger on it. And it is not just the money. Every time we change health insurance 
there is a new protocol on doctors, approvals and so on, and for us it is particularly difficult—with the 
medications—it is crazy, the hoops you have to jump through. It is like a full-time job trying to deal with it all.”

Academic Work and the Cost of Student Debt
How many classes must an adjunct teach to pay back student loan debt?
The average cumulative student loan debt for individuals with a master’s degree is $40,208 and $58,967 for 
individuals with a doctorate.44

• An adjunct professor would need to teach one to two classes per year just to cover student loan 
payments.45

“Massachusetts has state-run health insurance, but 
we make too much money to qualify so we don’t get 

subsidized health insurance. But we don’t make enough 
for health insurance to be feasible and affordable—so 
we are trapped in a region where we are professionals 

but not getting benefits of the profession.”
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Many adjuncts live with large student debt bills. The average cumulative student loan debt for individuals 
with a master’s degree is $40,208 and $58,967 for individuals with a doctorate.46 The burden of high 
educational debt, which cannot be discharged through bankruptcy and can follow an individual for life, 
hinders meaningful savings and the ability to make major purchases such as a home.

Many of the interviewees were impacted by high student debt. One interviewee said, “The current mortgage I 
am paying is twice as much as it should be because I rolled my student loans into my mortgage—my student 
loans were stuck at 8 percent and my mortgage rates were lower. So my student loans are now in my house.” 

Another adjunct reported having $175,000 in student loan debts, the intructor said, “I will never be able to 
pay it off. I am on a 30-year repayment plan. In 30 years, I will be 96. It is inconceivable that I will ever pay it 
off. If I were 40 it would be different. It would be really difficult to get out from underneath it. People took out 
debt thinking they would improve their lives, but now jobs that you used to need high school diplomas for you 
now need BAs—but the pay has not increased. It’s mad—the whole system is mad.”

Academic Work and the Cost of Entertainment

Adjuncts interviewed for this project talked about not being able to afford to participate in some of the fun 
things in life—going to restaurants or on vacations—because they could not afford the expense. One said, 
“We don’t go to restaurants, we don’t even order pizza. My husband is sad. He misses going to restaurants.” 
Another adjunct reported, “For fun things, I subscribe to Netflix—that is my main entertainment. I go to the 
library, get passes to museums. I can’t remember the last time I had a vacation. I’m from Detroit. I go there 
once a year and stay with family—that is my vacation. The idea of going to the south of France or something 
like that—impossible.”

Many adjuncts create working vacations for themselves in order to travel. One adjunct offered, “We had 
a vacation/residency last year. We found jobs being service employees in Alaska. I was a waitress and he 
[husband] was a dishwasher for the summer. We got to be there for four months. I consider it a vacation.”

Academic Work and the Cost of Retirement

Although some of the nonprofit colleges and universities allow adjuncts to enroll in their retirement savings 
plans—rarely, if ever, do colleges offer a matching contribution. Most adjuncts cannot afford to participate 
in any retirement savings plan. One adjunct professor said, “There is no retirement plan or savings among 
myself or my colleagues. You don’t think about it because there is no saving when you can barely make ends 
meet. I can deduct from my paycheck money to participate in [the university’s] plan—but most don’t do it 
because we can barely pay rent.”

“People took out debt thinking they would improve their lives, 
but now jobs that you used to need high school diplomas for 

you now need BAs—but the pay has not increased.” 
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When interviewees were asked how they are preparing for retirement, most said they are not, including one 
who said,  “Retirement planning—there isn’t any of that at all. There is no 401(k) or retirement planning 
going on at all.”

Another adjunct reported, “I can’t [save for retirement]. I don’t have any savings. I’m living from my paychecks 
during the school year trying to save for the summer. Pretty much I’m broke by the end of the summer.” 

Often, interviewees expressed feelings of anxiety when discussing retirement. An adjunct offered that, “My 
husband and I went to Boston adult education classes on retirement. My husband only went to one and 
then he refused to go back—it was too depressing. They talked about having $250,000 in savings—we have 
$25,000—we do what we can. We are going to have to work until the bitter end.”

Academic Work and the Boston Economy

What does this low rate of pay mean to an adjunct living and working in Boston? To put this in perspective, 
an adjunct that rents an apartment in Dorchester, pays basic utilities, no cable or Internet, has one school-age 
child in day care, has a moderate grocery budget and owns a car and a subway pass would need to teach 14 to 
20 classes a year to cover these expenses. If the adjunct professor also has to pay for family health insurance 
and repay his or her student debts, then the adjunct professor would need to teach 18 to 25 classes a year. 

“We do what we can. We are going to 
have to work until the bitter end.”
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The reality is, adjuncts often teach six to 15 courses per year with classes at one to three different colleges 
and universities.

So, how do adjuncts make ends meet? Through our interviews, we found a reliance on the low- and no-cost 
programs offered through Massachusetts’ healthcare reform legislation; without it, many certainly would 
be uninsured. Certain eligibility requirements prevent many adjuncts from qualifying for MassHealth, the 
Medicaid program in Massachusetts, although many may meet the income guidelines. For example, to qualify 
for MassHealth, an individual must have an income of $22,980 or less and a family of four can earn no more 
than $47,100 annually in 2013.47 If an adjunct teaches two courses a semester and earns $5,225 per course, 
he or she will have an annual income of $20,900 and may qualify for Medicaid.48

The majority of the adjuncts interviewed accessed either free or low-cost health insurance through 
the Commonwealth Connector, Massachusetts’ health insurance exchange. In 2014, MassHealth will be 
expanded to include all residents under 133 percent of the federal poverty limit—an adjunct could teach 
three courses a year and potentially qualify under the new rules. An adjunct that is the sole breadwinner 
in his/her family of four could teach up to six classes and still qualify for MassHealth.49 Many adjuncts 
in Boston earn below the median; in fact, among the adjuncts we interviewed many reported being paid 
around $2,500. If an adjunct earns $2,500 per course, a single adjunct could teach six courses and qualify for 
MassHealth. An adjunct supporting a family of four could teach up to 12 courses and qualify.50 

Despite Massachusetts’ robust health insurance programs, many adjuncts struggle to afford healthcare. One 
adjunct agonized, “I have a medical condition that I am not addressing because I can’t afford to go to the 
doctor. I have Medicare but I still pay 20 percent of the bill. If the doctor wants to do a test and the test costs 
$1,000 then I have to pay $200. I can’t do that. So I just don’t go.”

In addition to increased usage of the healthcare safety net, a low paid academic work force may need other 
social welfare programs to subsist. For example, to qualify for food stamps, an individual can earn no more 
than $1,211 per month or $14,532 per year. An adjunct can teach two classes per year and still qualify for 
food stamps. 51 Adjuncts living in Boston may qualify for Section 8 rent vouchers if they are a family of four 
earning less than $47,200 a year. An adjunct earning $5,225 per class could teach up to nine classes and 
qualify for a family of four.52 Adjuncts may qualify for the Massachusetts Rental Voucher Program, a state-
funded rent assistance program for Massachusetts’ residents, if they earn less than $22,980 for an individual 
or $47,100 for a family of four—or four to nine courses per year.53

The impact of high student debt loads may further complicate adjuncts’ lives and limit their spending power 
and their ability to save. Adjuncts may have to delay or forgo home ownership and will struggle when 
facing retirement. When asked the question: “How are you preparing for retirement?” many of the adjuncts 
interviewed laughed out loud in response. As one stated, “I don’t know what happens to us. I guess we go on 
public assistance when we retire. If you are an adjunct you have to be thinking, how do I get out of this? This 
is not sustainable—surviving as an adjunct.”

“I have Medicare but I still pay 20 percent of the bill. If the 
doctor wants to do a test and the test costs $1,000 then I 

have to pay $200. I can’t do that. So I just don’t go.”
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Conclusion

The current situation at institutions of higher education is not sustainable for the adjuncts that represent 
67 percent of all teaching faculty at four-year private nonprofit colleges and universities—and 100 percent 
of all teaching faculty at for-profit colleges—in the Boston metro area. As one interviewee summarized, “It 
is a lot to manage and juggle while you try to teach. You’d think the university would want their employees 
to focus on teaching rather than focus on paying bills. But to do that you need an office, you need to know 
your job is not ending in four months. We are always renting because you can’t buy a home if you have a very 
unstable job.” 

Unionization has made demonstrated improvements to the working conditions of adjuncts. According to the 
Coalition on the Academic Workforce, unionized adjuncts report more job security and have a median pay 
per course that is 25 percent higher than their nonunion counterparts.54 

While this report has focused on adjuncts struggling to survive on adjunct wages, there are those who do 
not. At Georgetown University, adjuncts earn approximately $5,000 per course—a very different financial 
situation from the adjuncts profiled in this report. Georgetown adjuncts voted overwhelmingly to join SEIU 
Local 500 in May 2013. While unionization has the potential to improve compensation and benefits, it also 
provides an avenue to improve job security, ensure a voice in administration, protect academic freedom and 
provide a community for an atomized workforce.

Adjuncts in Boston have already begun to come together to change the face of higher education in Boston. 
More than 100 professors from the Boston area attended the kickoff event of Adjunct Action, a project of 
SEIU, in April 2013 to develop campus-specific organizing strategies. This work must continue and grow 
so that the approximately 13,000 nonunion adjuncts at nonprofit colleges and universities in Boston can 
stand with more than 18,000 faculty that have already unionized with SEIU to improve higher education and 
improve working conditions and benefits for adjuncts in Boston.
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Notes





Adjunct Action is a campaign that unites adjunct professors at campuses across the 
country to address the crisis in higher education and the troubling trend toward a 
marginalized teaching faculty that endangers our profession. By coming together 
in Adjunct Action, we have the power to create change by building a marketwide 
movement to raise standards for faculty and students alike. 

Adjunct Action is a project of the Service Employees International Union (SEIU), the 
nation’s largest and fastest-growing union and home to more than 18,000 faculty 
who have won improvements in pay, job security, evaluation processes, and access 
to retirement benefits. We are currently active in Boston, Los Angeles, the District of 
Columbia/Maryland, Seattle and are excited to work with interested adjuncts in any 
market across the country.


